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AIRBORNE ENGINEERS
Fred Gray
As archivist of the Airborne Engineers Association, Fred Gray accumulated an unprecedented
amount of material relevant to Airborne Engineers. As no work dedicated purely to airborne
Engineers existed and time was passing and old airborne sappers, too, were passing on Fred
decided that the exploits, anecdotes, adventures hairy, hilarious and otherwise needed formal
recording. To record the activities of all Airborne Sappers would require several tomes and a line
had to be drawn somewhere. The line has been drawn. The book has been written.
"Airborne Engineers" records most of the events of airborne Sappers from the formation of 9
Independent Airborne Squadron in 1948 to the cessation of its independence in 1977 when it
came under command of 36 Engineer Regiment. However, the participation of the Squadron in
the Falklands campaign was of such significance that a chapter has been devoted to the activities
of the Squadron in the Islands
The book is not merely a dry recitation of facts, but of those there are many, but a trawl through
the sporting, social, leisure, training and operational activities over thirty six years. Anecdotes
abound. In many, names have been omitted to protect the innocent, and your not so innocent.
Your name might be among the hundreds mentioned. Photographs abound, some 120 of them.
You could feature. Find out if you are mentioned or appear in a photograph.
And for those of you who were not privileged to be an airborne Sapper there is still much of
interest to military historians and admirers of happy warriors. The airborne Sapper were, and still
are, probably the happiest warriors ever.
Read the book
John Hooper
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